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WILMINGTON UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 

BASIC COURSE INFORMATION 

 

 

 

COURSE TITLE: Volunteer Management 

 

COURSE NUMBER: AHS 7690  

 

CANVAS TECHNOLOGY WILL BE UTILIZED FOR THIS COURSE 

 

I. RATIONALE:  

 

The knowledge of volunteer program requirements is necessary in the human services 

fields since a bulk of work done by professionals is heavily supported by the work of 

dedicated volunteers. Human service professionals often times are employed by agencies 

or organizations that provide necessary services to at-risk clients. By taking this course, 

students will gain an understanding of how volunteer programs are structured, how they 

operate, and how the program achieves their designated mission.  

 

II.  INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

 

GOAL A: 

The student will design, plan and organize a volunteer program  

 

Learning Outcomes:  The student will: 

 

A-1: Assess the steps necessary in planning and organizing a volunteer program 

A-2: Construct a mission statement for a volunteer program 

A-3: Design an outline for how a volunteer program should be set up 

A-4: Identify necessary components for a volunteer program 

A-5: Compare and contrast the mission of existing volunteer programs 

 

GOAL B:   

The student will examine the role of an administrator when balancing the work of 

employees and volunteers 

 

Learning Outcomes:  The student will: 

 

B-1: Differentiate between a paid employee and a volunteer 
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B-2: Demonstrate their knowledge of the responsibilities of the program 

administrator  

B-3: Discuss personality clashes that may exist between employees and volunteers 

B-4: Examine strengths and weaknesses of having both paid employees and unpaid 

volunteers 

 

GOAL C: 

The student will execute a strategy for recruiting quality volunteers 

 

Learning Outcomes: The student will: 

 

C-1: Outline a plan for recruiting quality volunteers   

C-2: Investigate opportunities for finding quality volunteers 

C-3: Outline the volunteer program needs, and what type(s) of volunteers will best 

assist the program to fulfill its mission 

C-4: Create a list of action steps that will be taken to identify quality volunteers   

C-5: Identify effective strategies when compared to non-effective strategies  

 

 

GOAL D: 

The student will develop effective strategies to manage and supervise volunteers  

 

Learning Outcomes: The student will: 

 

D-1: Develop a list of leadership qualities needed by an administrator for positive 

supervision of volunteers   

D-2: Author a document that clearly explains the program and volunteer 

responsibilities  

D-3: Compare and contrast the effectiveness of existing strategies 

D-4: Construct an effective management strategy to manage and supervise 

volunteers, highlighting program policies and    

D-5: Classify strategies as effective or non-effective 

 

 

GOAL E:   

The student will execute ways to successfully support volunteer efforts 

 

Learning Outcomes: The student will: 

 

E-1: Outline action steps the administrator will take to support volunteers     

E-2: Explain their plan to redirect their program volunteers when needed 

E-3: Discuss possible challenges when attempting to provide support to volunteers 
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E-4: Identify one currently-existing volunteer program and further examine actions 

that the organization takes in order to effectively support volunteer efforts 

 

 

GOAL F: 

The student will investigate potential risks to the program and organization 

 

Learning Outcomes: The student will: 

 

F-1: Experiment with effective strategies to manage and respond to challenging 

volunteers.  

F-2: Assess explicit risks to volunteer programs.  

F-3: Discuss actions and steps to be taken to release a volunteer. 

F-4: Investigate liability and how to protect their program from responsibility 

F-5: Understand why effective risk assessment is important and how taking steps to 

minimize liability is essential to a volunteer program. 

 

GOAL G:  The student will critique the program and assess volunteer impacts on the 

organization  

 

Learning Outcomes: The student will: 

 

G-1: Evaluate the volunteer program 

G-2: Conduct a SWOT Analysis of the volunteer program 

G-3: Weigh the positives and negatives of conducting such an evaluation 

G-4: Formulate ways to respond to positive and negative evaluation feedback 

G-5: Understand the benefits of conducting a program evaluation 

 

GOAL H: 

The student will effectively communicate and follow APA requirements 

 

Learning Outcomes: The student will:  

 

H-1: Communicate information orally in a logical and grammatical manner.  

H-2: Present written information using standard APA style.  

 

 


